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For whatever reasons, during the past several years I have been asked
to consider becoming a candidate for several university presidencies.

In

all of those early instances, also for whatever reasons, I chose not to pursue
the matter beyond a polite, brief letter expressing appreciation but dis
interest.

For whatever reasons, the "fishermants lure" finally caught my

attention, and thus I became a candidate.

A few months ago, I received such

an invitation from the Chairperson of a Presidential Search Conunittee repre
senting an important state university.

In addition to his invitation to

become an active candidate and in addition to the usual request for curriculum
vita and references, he asked me to lay out what I thought would be the
strengths I could bring to the position.

What follows is my unedited response:

Dear Ur.

i will be pleased to have my credentials examined by the Presidential
Search Committee at _____
As you requested, I am enclosing a current
curriculum vitae and, secondly, the names, addresses and telephone numbers
of several references. For two reasons, I did not contact these references
to indicate to them that you might be writing or calling them. First, I
assume that you will follow through with some of these references only if
the Committee has substantial regard for my candidacy. Secondly, I assume
that your greatest interest in pursuing these references will be to find out
whatkind of a person I am, not necessarily who my friends are. In fact, if
my candidacy does proceed to some level of saliency, I will be prepared to
send you a list of all the faculty in our School, the Deans·arid ·central
administrative offices in this University, and a long list of people around
the country who have had professional dealings with me during the years.
However, I have no interest in having you pursue the matter further unless
my vita and whatever else you already know about me has created in your
Committee genuine interest in my candidacy._
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On your second item> "a personal view of the streno-ths you would brino to the
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positl.on, I oust admit that I found difficulty in dealing with the question.
The request is almost like asking the author to review his own book; If he 1 s
determ~ne? to tell the entire truth, it comes out as either immodest. or
mesochist.i.c or, eve~ worse, indecisive. Consequently, rather than ·answer
the question directly, at th~ risk of telling·you more than you ·want to hear,
I' 11 express some ideas concerning what a searc~ cormnittee should be looking
for in presidential candidates. I suggest tltat you then seek from my refer
ences opinions concerning whether I possess those qualities.

In one sense, university presidents must be all things to all people in the
university. But even more fundamentally,· they must remain true to themselves~
The president represents the corporate body to its various constituencies-the faculty, students, staff, citizen groups, individuals. ·:But he also
represents the faculty, students, and others to the corporate body.· He works
for ''headquarters," but he also works for the "troops." And bec·ause the uni
versity conducts a business, he does business~ However, because the university
isn't a business, the university president must not be a business man. Funda
mentally, the university president is·an academic.
Row m~ch power does the president have? How much power do deans have,
or faculty members? There are enough people around the university ·who
think presidents enjoy privileges not given to others. There is good
reason for that perception. It is true! But there is enough nisuoder
standing about what those privileges are to suspect that the conclusion
is more accurate than the supporting dat_a. To be chosen as president
of a university is a reward, an honor, a mark of.respect from the faculty,
the· students·, the Board of Trustees, and others. But i t carries with it:
further rewards, themost obvious of which is a release from the normal
obligations of faculty members and> for the most part> of dean.s and other
administrators within the university. This release is not ordinarily
spoken of as a reward. While a person may love his work as a scholar:. . ·
he probably does not especially love his obligation to do that work. It
is the obligation from which one is released upon becoraing president._
Thus, the first thing ·to be noticed about the office is that it gives
the lu~ury of leisure. This may seem laughable given the frenzy that.
quickly develops in practice but, nevertheless, it is conceptually accurate.
The president is an ac.ad2.mician who doesn't have to uork like one; and (in
a sense) there is nothing (much) he has to do instead. 'l'hat is·, i.f ve
examine the specific powers and duties of a president, ·we may come up.
strangely empty-handed.. There just isn't much of substance specified
(please examine the position announcement which ·was transmitted to me
in your letter of May 20). And what there·is doesn't add up to·anything
like the perceived w2ight and importance o·f the office.
I would suggest that this represents an instance of cultural ambivalence.
Whi~e·we feel and respond to a need to describe·
president's job in terms
of_ work--and the more importance we wish to invest in it> the more vork ·we
ascrib·e to it--the job a~tually makes sens~ only as
privilege for the
individual who is president and as a luxury for the co.rununity which has
one. There's privilege in knowing that he can do a great many things,
but his position is not.dependent on actually doing those things. The
privilege in being able to act out of one's ·wisdom is not extended to
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many people. I'm not claiming that all presidents have ·wisdom, or that
even the wisest presidents avo:i.d all foolishness. The point is that
presidents do indeed have the privilege of. assu.rning responsibility for
vary inporta:n.t natte~s. · Everybody knows this, but of course ,~hat some people
call privileges o~he~s look upon as burdens~
What is the source of a president's power? Usually, his power (or uhat I
prefer to call his privilege) is not something that could be read in a
. constitution or set of- rules for a university, although there are such
· stipulations often found in the bylaws of university senates or boards
of trustees. Certainly, there are traditions which are thought .about as
his responsibility and authority. We have to look elsewhere .to explain.
the privileged position of the president. In a fundamental way, preside.nts
are elected by the connnunity and serve .Ett the will of the coilliilunity. It's
a complex situation:, but in the last analysi,s that is the way most presidents
keep their jobs. The Board of Trustees, faculty, the students, other
administrators are usually ready to give the president a great deal of
latitude·and opportunity to make decisions on behalf of the entire comm.unity.
It's not because that is written somewhere but because that is 1.-1hat is expected
of presidents.
Most of a president ' s po.er
comes from the expectation that he will speak the: truth. The price he
has to pay for that privilege is small compared to the opportunities:
those who are expected to .tell the truth about seriotw matters xaust: not
expect always to be taken seriously. Consequently, presidents speak
about mission with th~ same breath that they speak about budget. And
they are oftentimes alone in the community when they try to speak tile
truth about teaching. Why is it that students evaluate professors but
professors themselves are reluctant to engage in such ·work? Professors
have a great deal to lose in speaking the truth outside of their narrow
disciplines. Students don't have as much to lose. And while presidents
can be in jeopardy for speaking on subjects outside of their disciplines,
they are in greater jeopardy if they don't. Presidents are expected to tell
the truth. Hence> presidents are eh--pected to evaluate deans and other
administrators~ examine the quality of teaching, and in general fom and
express judgments, suggestions,.and reco~endations. Such br-oed powers
are. obtained most directly from the expectation that .the president has
a luxury to be truthful and that the community was wise ·enough to )4.re
a president who is not only h~nest but has good judgment.
J. now come to the core of .my commentary.

Presidents can be foolish by treating a problem openly that would better
be treated dis ere tely, and by deal ins with what should he a general con
cern as if i t was a small or private matter. But this is not a problem
that is indigenous to universities and their presidents. Doctors and
lawyers and other ·people· have difficulty deciding not only what to tell
the community but uhat to tell a patient
client. Wnat exacerbates suc11
.indecision is the perception that people don• t mmt to know what is "good"
for them and what is "bad" about them. We don't know what people llant t:o
hear abont their futures,·thcir problems and their mortality. We don't
know if people can be taught to hear bad news as well as good ne,-1s. But
at a university, the president must be 2 reliable Des.seng(ff, of good and
bad news alike.
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I have tried _to discuss what seems to me to be the primary characteristic
,-1hich should be looked for' in selecting a president: judgment. And it is
e,:&;:act-iy that srne qu.al.ity that usually de.tenn..i.11.es the kind of authox-:ity
a ~res2cem: ha.5. If a president '-s judgment is p2rceived to be good,. there
y.sually is a lot of freedom and ler::way to n:.ake importar:.t decisions about
the university. If his or her judgement is mistrusted> there is little
authority a president has other than those narrow> specific duties assigned
to him by a Board of Trustees. · As I think back and look around today, i t
seems to me that the presidents I have most admired seemed to have been
able to say what they ·wanted to say and do what they ·wanted to do without
incurring the wrath of too many people. The presic1ents I have least
admired didn't seem able tt;> do very much or> for that matter> say very much
of interest to the com.11unity. And although I have never formally examined
this issue., it is ny impression that those presidents who seemed to get
things done ·worked under exactly the same rules as those presidents ~lho
didn't seem to get things done. It isn't the ·rules or even the traditions t:hat
give a person academic authority. Nore than anything> power see;r.s to follow
those uho don't seem to grab for it but use it naturally. It also seems to
be least objectionable when the person exerting i t knows that the privilege
is in being entrusted with power, not in having it to use for one's own ends.

lfow that I've laid out my general conception of what to look for in a
university president, I wan:t to list a few questions ·which you night
consider asking about specific candidates. In a r..-ray, I 1 m answering
your second question to me with this list of qualities which I believe
a president should have., but which you will have to ask others to com.'llent
upon insofar as my own candidacy is concerned:

a)

Is the person honest,. open to criticism an~ advice?

b)

Does he have incorruptible dedication.to the scholarly
traditiort?

· c)

Does he trust people in a way that challenges them to live
up t:o his trust? Does he have a way of eliciting strong
performance from people; oftentimes perf<:>rnance of which
people did not kn9w they were cap2.ble? . .And in the sa.rue
vein., is he able to identify (discover) new roles for people>
possibly neutralizing areas of strain and opening new avenues
of productivity?

d)

Can he offer criticism without wounding people?

e)

Does he keep current on all of his co~unications and the
administrative details of his work-> regardless of tidal-·wave
dimensions?

f)

And despite whatever other resp~nsibilities he has, is he able

Is he able
to acc_orilplish a change in organizational structure and personnel
functions decently and sensitively?

to maintain personal contact and familiarity with the Eembers
of the community?
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As I said at the outset of this· letter, I may be giving you rauch more tban
you actually wanted •. Possibly, one reason for the verbosity is the
admission that I've recently. completed a boo!<. about universities, ·what.
they' re like= who people them, ·where they' re going, ·where they should be
going (In and Out oi the University, Baltimore~ University Park Press,
in press). The other reason has to do with the. fa~t th~t I've been thin~ing
off and on for several years· about the universi_ty presidency. During the
past few years:, I've been asked to consider several. pres:idencies:, but
either because at the time I was too new to my current. position as dean
here or because I didn't feel that particular presidency was suited to ay
interests 7 I fiave been reluctant to submit my candidacy for such a review.

Your letter interested me much more than any of those earlier· inqu.iri~You volunteered to provide additional information. At this time, itvould
be helpful if 1 could examine the catalogs of your Graduate School a~~
possibly, one or two of your undergraduate colleges. Of course, if you
would like further information from me, don't hesitate to call or w-cit.e.
However, 1 want to reiterate a request made earlier. If ·the response to
your inquiry is one of many submitted to you, and if in your Com.mittee's
opinion I still remain one of many candidates, not especially noteworthy
in compa~ison to most of the others, please don't pursue the matter
further with inquiries to the references attached.
I am interested, but only if you are very interested:
Sincerely,

For whatever reasons, I wasn't offered. tl1e position.

Notwithstanding,
.
.

I hope the Presidential_ Search ConLrnittee considered my gratuitous·advice.
As friends and family sometimes comment to me, not sympathetically every

time, "Always the teacher!".•

